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PREFACE

Recent public interest in environmental preservation has 
resulted in the passage of Federal legislation protecting the environ

ment. With regard to the minerals industry, this legislation is pri
marily concerned with post-mining reclamation. Of particular interest 
to this study, the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977 
requires, in part, each state to develop and maintain a current inven
tory of mining activity within its borders for future use in reclama
tion projects.

Compliance with this law can be costly if conventional aerial 

photographic or ground base survey methods are used to complete an in
ventory. This is particularly true for states that have a great deal 
of land occupied by mining activity, such as Arizona. A  more cost- 
effective method of compliance would be to use Landsat imagery to 
monitor mining activity, because the cost of this data is low rela

tive to the aforestated methods and the coverage cycle is repeated 
every eighteen days. The intent of this study was to investigate the 
ability of Landsat data to accurately survey Arizona mined lands.

Presently, the sole Arizona law that deals with post-mine 
reclamation is an obscure 1939 code: Arizona code. Article 6, Section 
37-341, 37-342, and 37-343. This law deals with environmental concerns 

superficially, with the main emphasis toward construction, safety and 
blasting. Therefore, present Arizona law cannot meet the requirements
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of present Federal regulations.

It is the intent of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 

Act to standardize, nationally, reclamation efforts. Because Arizona 

has no legal way to require reclamation efforts, the Federal govern
ment has assumed this responsibility. This study was, therefore, 
funded by the United States Department of the Interior's Office of 
Surface Mining (OEM) and was an attempt at accurate satellite monitor
ing of mining activity, particularly in Arizona, but with usefulness 
for other states as well.

Research was guided by Dr. Charles E. Glass, of the Department 
of Mining and Geological Engineering, and Dr. Robert Schowengerdt, of 

the Office of Arid Lands. Computer facilities were provided by the 

University of Arizona's Computer Center and the Digital Image Analysis 
Laboratory (DIAL).
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ABSTRACT

Supervised classification computer routines were used to 

locate Arizona mining activity in Landsat imagery. A study of all, 
major copper mines would be time consuming and corputationally costly 
if training statistics were developed for each mine. Therefore, a 
universal set of training data was developed using reflectance data 
from a 1976 image of the Twin Buttes mining complex, the World's 
largest mining center, which displayed a wide variety of pit slopes, 
waste dumps, and tailings ponds. This universal training set was 
successfully used to classify scenes of other Arizona copper mines 
once the sun angle of these was normalized to that of the 1976 Twin 

Buttes scene and a correction applied to reduce the effects of at
mospheric interference. The results of these classifications yielded 
accurate area measurements to provide a data base for a statewide 
inventory of mining activity.

Additionally, a simplified classification technique was 
developed using tristimulus ratios of Landsat images. A tristimulus 
ratio is chrominance over luminance, a single band divided by the 
average of all bands. Whereas this technique did not successfully 
locate tailings, it provided a fast, accurate method for finding 
actual mines.

x



CHAPTER 1

lOTRDDUCnCN

The objective of this study was to use Landsat multi spectral 
satellite imagery to survey Arizona mined lands in partial satisfaction 
of the requirements of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act 
of 1977. All major Arizona porphyry copper operations and one surface 
coal operation were classified and an inventory was made using digital 
analysis of Landsat imagery.

Preceeding this study were investigations by Durfee, Edwards 
and Ketelle (1975); Anderson, Schultz, Buchman, and Nock (1977);
Anderson, Schultz, and Buchman (1975); Lawrence, Prelat, and Lyon (1979), 
and Mamula (1978) further proved the usefulness of remote sensing for 
mined lands studies.

In particular, Anderson, et. al. (1975) classified Maryland coal 
strip mines using four Landsat bands. In this area there is a high 
reflectance contrast between the active mining operations and undisturbed, 
densely vegetated natural terrain. Population centers, however, also 
exhibit a sharp radiance contrast to natural terrain and were mis- 
classified as mining activity.

The Anderson, et. al. study used a band 6/band 5 ratio. Classes 
that showed a marked increase in radiance values from band 5 to band 6, 

such as vegetation, have high values in the ratio. Classes that
1
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show little change in these bands, for instance mines and population 

centers, will have values close to unity. The misclassificatim of 

population centers as mines occurred because these areas had ratio 

values similar to values for mines.

One substantial difference between eastern and western mine 
environments, however, is the sparseness of natural vegetation in many 
western areas. It can be expected, therefore, that false classification 

of undisturbed land as active mining will be a greater problem. Glass 
and Schowengerdt (1979), however, in a classification study of the Globe- 
Miami-Ray copper mining complex in Arizona, found Landsat imagery to be 
useful for classifying mine areas in the Southwest. They found that 
zones of mining and tailings operations could be correctly classified; 
training classes for older tailings ponds, on which attempts at re- 
vegetation were made, performed poorly and cause! undisturbed land ad
jacent to the mining centers to be incorrectly classified.

The study that follows extends this work of Glass and Schowengerdt 

(1979) to all major Arizona mined lands. The ability of Landsat data, 
with computer processing, to monitor changes at these mines provides a 
means to perform a routine, cost effective inventory of mining activity.



CHAPTER 2

MULTISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATICN FOR MINE MAPPING

Satellite remote sensing systems offer automatic multidate 
coverage, at least an eighteen day repeat coverage with Lard sat, and 
a digital image format. Four separate images conprise a Land sat scene, 
two in the visible spectrum (bands 4 and 5 corresponding to green and 
red wavelengths respectively), and two in the near infrared (bands 6 
and 7). The digital format permits the direct application of computer 
processing to the imagery.

Automated multispectral classification techniques use character
istic spectral signatures of selected targets of interest (training 
classes), such as tailings ponds or waste dumps, to map similar areas 
throughout a digital image. A spectral signature nay consist of the 
color of an object (data recorded in bands 4 and 5) and non-visible 
infrared data (recorded in bands 6 and 7). Decision rules for dis
crimination of terrain classes are computed on the basis of their 
spectral signatures, and individual pixels, (picture elements, or 

spatial ground resolution elements) are assigned to a terrain class cm 
the basis of these decision rules.

This decision process is diagrammed in Figure 1-A. Here, the 

sensor corresponds to the Landsat multispectral scanner, which measures 
ugwelling radiance from the earth and atmosphere in each of the four 

spectral bands for each pixel. This upvelling radiance consists of two
3
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components: one fron radiance at the ground and the other from atmos

pheric scattering. The feature extractor converts the multi spectral 

data of each pixel to an N-dimensional vector, N being equal, in the 

simplest case, to the number of Landsat bands, and submits the data to 
a decision-maker, which assigns each pixel to a terrain class based 
upon a decision rule.

The vectors representing training classes normally shew random
ness. For example, a vector representing a pixel in a dry portion of 
a tailings pond will not match a vector representing a pixel in a wetter 

portion. Thus, individual pixel vectors for a given terrain class do 
not form a single vector but rather a distribution of vectors. Ideally, 
these vectors will combine to form nonoverlapping clusters of vectors 

and decision boundaries can be established between clusters in the N- 
dimensional feature space. Pixels with given feature vectors are as
signed to the terrain class associated with the region in which the 
particular vector lies. Errors arise in the classification largely be
cause mining class clusters usually overlap.

Automated classification algorithms are of two general types, 
unsupervised and supervised. Unsupervised classification relies only 
on the statistical properties of an image and a specification of the 
desired number of terrain classes to develop decision regions. The 
algorithm then defines classification categories by automated data 
clustering. This type of classification is useful for an image where 
limited field information exists to correctly select appropriate terrain 
classes, or where a large number of classes are present.
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In mined-lands applications, vAiere there are few terrain classes 

of interest, and where considerable field information is readily avail

able, a supervised classification technique is most appropriate. This 
type of classification requires the designation of specific terrain 

classes of interest. A training site, consisting of a small contiguous 
group of pixels, is selected for each terrain class. More than one 
site may be needed for each class in order to include within-class 
variability. The supervised classification algorithm uses the statisti
cal properties of the training sites to develop decision boundaries.

Because the number of terrain classes is small for mined-lands 
studies, seme pixels will be assigned to terrain classes to which they 
do not belong, resulting in a poor estimation of the total amount of 
land surface occupied by each class. These misclassified pixels nay be 
rejected at the expense of losing a few correctly classified pixels.

The pixels rejected are those which are unlike any of the training 
classes, and therefore, have a lew probability of belonging to any of 
the desired classes. The rejection process is accomplished by computing 
a probability value for each vector using the training class statistics 
and rejecting all vectors having values below a preselected threshold.
A  few correctly classified pixels will be eliminated in this process, 
yet a large number of incorrect pixels will be eliminated. Figure 1-B 
demonstrates the rejection process using a simple one-dimensional, two- 
class decision example.
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Figure 1-A

Typical pattern recognition system (after Swain, 1973) .

fElTUSE
PK0E1SILITT training

CLASS 1

REJECT UNKNOWN
X^CLASS

FEATURE C::?.D»RITE

Figure 1-3

Example of the threshold process; the threshold is placed to 
reject the unknown class.



CHAPTER 3

IANDSAT PREPROCESSING AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES

Table 1 lists major Arizona surface mines, the nearest town, 
and principal element (s) mined. Figure 2 is a location map supple
menting Table 1. The mines listed in this table all have areas greater 
than 5 ha (0.05 square kilometers); i.e. they are represented by at 
least eight pixels in Landsat imagery. In this study, mines were grouped 
based on the ore minerals mined and their general geologic environment, 
as shown in Table 1.

Nineteen Landsat Computer Ccrrpatible Tapes (CCTs) were acquired, 
covering sixty percent of the state of Arizona and all major Arizona 
mining operations (Table 2). The Landsat data were preprocessed to 
correct the following several well known systematic irregularities.
First, unequal pixel spacing, originally 57m x 7 9 m , was altered to 

yield an average 79 m pixel spacing. Second, a correction was applied 
for the non-uniform scan mirror velocity and scan perspective (an in
crease in pixel spacing towards the east/west edges of the images caused 
by the projection of equally-timed scan samples onto a spherical earth). 
Third, a correction was made for earth rotation by shifting lines an a- 
mount proportional to the cosine of the image latitude; this results • 
in the familiar skew in landsat images. Finally, the image wasdestriped 
to remove detector-to-detector calibration differences. These

7



TABLE 1

Major Arizona Mines

Section 1: Arizona Copper Series

Elements Major Country
Mined Rode Type

1. Twin Buttes mines. Twin Buttes
2. Missicn/Cyprus Pima, Twin Buttes
3. Esperanza and Sierrita, Twin Buttes
4. Cities Service Conpany, Miami

5. Inspiraticn Consol Conpany, Glcbe/Hiand

6. Kennecott Q^per, Ray

7. Ranchers Esqsloratioi & Development Co.,
Globe/Miami

8. Silver Bell Unit, Silver Bell
9. Hayden Unit, Hayden
10. Cyprus Bagdad, Bagdad
11. Mineral Park, Kingman
12. Magna Copper Co., San Manuel
13. Phelps Dodge Carp., Marenci
14. Phelps Dodge Corp.,

(New Cornelia Branch, Ajo)
15. Phelps Dodge Corp.,

(Copper Queen Branch, Bisbee)

Cu quartz xrenzonite with volcanics
Cu, Mo quartz monzonite with volcanics
Cu, Mo quartz monzonite with volcanics
Cu quartz monzonite with shales,

- slates, schists, granites and 
volcanics

Cu quartz monzonite with shales,
slates, schists, ■ granites and 
volcanics

Cu quartz monzonite with shales,slates, schists, granites and 
volcanics

Cu quartz monzonite with shales,
slates, schists, granites and 
volcanics

Cu quartz monzonite with volcanics
Cu quartz mensonite with volcanics
Cu granites, schists, volcanics
Cu, Mo Pre-Canbrian gneiss 
Cu granites
Cu quartz monzonites with granite
Cu quartz monzonite
Cu schists, limestone, quartzmonzonite

Section 2: Arizona Coal Series
1. Peabody Coal, Black Mesa #1 and

Keyenta mines, Kayenta, Arizona C sandstone
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° 1 (coal)

Flagstaff

•Phoenix

Tucson

kilometers
Figure 2

Arizona mined lands location map. Mine numbers 
correspond with those listed in Table 1. Major 
population centers are also given.



TABLE 2

Catalogue of Land sat- Computer Compatible Tapes

Solar Angle (’) currently Active Hines
m IAT(N) L0NG(W) EL AZ Date in Scene

2873-17001 36-01 110-52 56 102 6/13/77 Black Mesa
2873-17010 33-09 111-44 56 97 6/13/77 Silver Bell
2512-17092 33-04 110-19 59 99 6/17/76 G1 obe/Ray/1 layden/San Manuel

21234-17044 33-03 113-01 56 97 6/9/78 Ajo
21234-17041 34-28 112-35 56 100 6/9/78 Bagdad
21235-17100 34-28 114-01 56 100 6/10/78 Mineral Park

2799-16534 31-42 109-21 45 120 3/31/77 Bisbee
2799-16532 33-09 108-56 45 122 3/31/77 Morenci

Mul Li temporal Series .

1030-17271 32-16 110-27 56 120 8/22/72 Twin Buttes
1480-17253 31-39 110-43 34 151 11/15/73 Twin Buttes
1678-17210 31-47 110-48 61 103 6/1/74 Twin Buttes
2296-17143 31-46 110-36 33 148 11/14/75 Twin Buttes
2494-17101 31-42 110-42 59 100 5/30/76 Twin Buttes
2890-16545 31-39 110-44 55 94 6/30/77 Twin Buttes
1358-16593 31-37 110-34 40 135 10/11/78 TWin Buttes
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corrections are standard operations for Landsat data (Landsat Data 
Users Handbook, 1979).

After preprocessing, 510 x 510 pixel subscenes, centered about 
each mine area, were extracted frcm  the GZTs. These were displayed 

on a color Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) which is part of an interactive image 
processing system in the Digital Image Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) at 
the University of Arizona. The scenes were displayed in conventional 
false color, with band 4 in the blue channel, band 5 in the green 
channel, and band 7 in the red channel. These displayed subscenes 
were photographed on color print film to provide permanent hardcopy 
reference images for training site selection.

All classification was performed using CALSCAN, a supervised 
classifier similar to the well known Purdue IARSYS software. Training 
sites were selected from the CRT display with the aid of an electronic 
cursor. At the same time, test sites were selected to provide quantita
tive analysis of classification accuracy. USGS 7-1/2 minute ortho
photoquads were used to supplement this process by providing data with 
better resolution, an invaluable aid to finding specific open pit mines 
or tailings ponds in the much lower resolution Landsat image. CALSCAN 
classification symbol maps were generated at a 1:24,000 scale on a line 
printer for compatibility with the USGS 7-1/2 minute orthophotoquads.



CHAPTER 4

CLASSIFICATION OF REPRESENTATIVE MINES

The initial study was conducted on the Glcbe-Miami, Morenci, 
and Twin Buttes mine centers. With the Glcbe-Miami mines, six training 
classes were selected: two dry tailings classes fran two separate,
visually different tailings ponds, a wet tailings class, a water class, 
one mining class represented by two separate training sites, and one 
wasterock class. The training sites for these classes ranged in size 

from eight to forty pixels, as large as possible in each case without 
including erroneous signatures.

Globe-Miami
In this portion of the study all four Landsat bands were used 

for the classification. As with the studies of Maryland strip mines 
by Anderson, et.al. (1975, 1977), a sharp vegetation/mine contrast 
existed at Globe-Miami. This permitted the production of a classifica
tion map that showed only mine activity;- undisturbed ground and the 
towns of Globe and Miami were not classified as mining activity. Train
ing site performance accuracy was 98% (Table 3).

Training site accuracy, however, is a poor indicator of true 
accuracy, which must be judged fran visual inspection and comparison 
with aerial photographs. Qualitatively, the mine areas and tailings 

operations were correctly outlined; yet, one tailings pond was
12



TABLE 3

Gloke/Ciiami Mines

Classification Sunrary by Training Classes

No. of cixels classified

Class
No. of 
Pixels

.Percent
Correct Wet Wet Dry S Z Mine WPCK

Wet 16 100.0 16 0 0 0 0 C
Wet 8 100.0 0 8 0 0 0 0
Dry 12* 100.0 0 0 12 0 0 . 0
Dry 40 100.0 0 0 0 40 0 0
Mine 56 98.2 0 0 0 0 55 1
Waste
Bock

28 89.3 0 1 0 0 0 25

Area (hectares): Mining 1169
Tailings - 345
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classified partially as a mine. This occurred consistently on tailings 

pond slopes where the sloped surface had a lower radiance relative to 

a dry tailings pond (and a higher radiance relative to wet tailings 

ponds). A  sloped terrain was most characteristic of mine classes repre
senting open pits. In addition, an older and partially revegetated 

tailings pond, the Solitude tailings pond, was classified partially as 
a mine. Large quantities of earth have been excavated around this pond 
to cover it. This could explain the misclassification by mining classes.

The CALSCAN symbol map of Globe-Miami was produced by varying 
the threshold for the training classes. An initial map was produced 

with a uniformly high threshold in mil classes. The accuracy of this 
map was determined by comparison to USGS orthophotoquads. Thresholds 

for the classes were then varied individually, the threshold value 
increased to increase the aereal extent of a class, or decreased to 
restrict a class that caused considerable misclassification of pixels. 
This type of interactive threshold variation was used in all subsequent 
classification studies.

Morenci
The mines at Morenci were classified using seven training 

classes: two wet tailings classes, two dry tailings classes, two mining 
classes, and one water class (all classes were selected for visually 
different features). The Morenci tarings ponds showed considerable • 

variation in water content. This was expressed as a wide variation in 
the radiance values as detected by the Landsat scanner, particularly
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in the water sensitive band 7. Therefore, the use of only two wet 
tailings training classes resulted in considerable averaging of the 
signature for that class.

Indeed, the classification results showed a poor classification 
performance for wet tailings; in addition, the tailings ponds slopes 
were classifed as mining, rather than tailings, as occurred at Globe- 
Miami. Table 4. shews the performance of the Morenci training sites. 

Whereas the training sites performed well, the overall classification 
was inadequate. When the classification map of Morenci was compared to 
USGS orthophotoquadsT it was evident that the wet tailings ponds were not 

classified correctly, which indicated the lack of an adequate number of 
training classes for tailings. In addition, there was considerable 
overlap between the spectral radiance of tailings and mining classes, 
which reduced the classification accuracy in the mines as well. There
fore, for subsequent classification of the Morenci site, a large number 
of training classes, including as many as ten tailings sites, must be 
selected to produce a meaningful classification map for Morenci.

An alternate study was made of the Morenci site in an attempt 
to improve the initial, classification through the use of band ratios. 
Spectral band ratios are commonly used to remove topographic shading 
effects from imagery before classification. The ratios selected were 
band 4/band 5 and band 5/band 6; these were used along with Landsat 
bands 4, 5, and 7. Table 5 summarizes the results, by training classes, 
of this band-ratio study. If Table 5 is compared to Table 4, it is seal 
that the band-ratio technique improved the classification of tailings



TABLE 4

Morenci Mining Complex

Classification Suntnary by Training Classes

No. of Pixels Classified Into

Class
No. Of 
. Pixels

Percent
Correct Mine 1 Mine 2 W1TA WITA DTLA DUB Water TUBS

Mine 1 12 100.0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mine 2 12 91.7 0 11 0 1 0 0 0 0

Wet Tailings A 18 94.4 0 0 17 0 0 0 0 Q

Wet Tailings B 21 90.5 0 1 0 19 0 0 0 1

Dry Tailings A 10 80.0 2 0 0 0 8 0 0 0

Dry Tailings B 8 87.5 1 0 • 0 0 0 7 . 0 0

Water 12 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0

Area (hectares) i Mining - 909 
Tailings* - 2931

* itiis value inflated by 5% due to contribution fran shadows in the mining areas. £



No. of Pixels Classified Into

TABLE 5

Morenci Mines—  Band Ratio Technique

Classification Sunmary by Training Classes

Class
No. of 
Pixels

Percent
Correct Mine 1 Mine 2 Mine 3 Mine 4 wrm wrm wire OTTO MCA DTUD m w PTID OTLE

Mine i 15 93.3 14 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MINE 2 8 100.0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MINE 3 8 . 100.0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
MINE 4 9 100.0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WET TAILINGS A 6 100.0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WCT TAILINGS B 9 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
WET TAILINGS C 9 . 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
WET TAILINGS D 9 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0
DRY TAILINGS A 15 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0
DRY TAILINGS B 12 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0
DRY TAILINGS C 9 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 . 0
DRY TAILINGS D 16 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0
DRY TAILINGS E 16 68.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11

Area (hectares) Mining - 236 
Tailings - 234
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(WTEA. and TAIL) and, though slightly hampering the classification of one 

mining class (MNON), good results showed for mining as well. The 

CALSCAN symbol map, however, did not show as much area classified as 

mining as did the map based on the training classes shown in Table 4.
In fact, total mine area for the band-ratio map was 236 ha, and for 

the first map, 909 ha; total tailings area for the band-ratio map was 
234 ha, and for the first map was 2931 ha. This is quite significant 
and shows that the band-ratio method caused a decrease, by one order of 
magnitude, in the number of pixels classified as tailings. In compari
son to USGS orthophotoquads, the actual tailings area is approximately 
2800 ha; therefore, the results fron the band-ratio study were quite 
poor.

Twin Buttes
Ending the initial classification experiments was a study of 

the Twin Buttes mining complex located south of Tucson. The Twin Buttes 
mining complex is Arizona's largest, with four major open pit mines 
and an extensive tailings operation. A  510 x 510 pixel area including 
these mines was extracted fron frame 1678-17210 (1 June 1974).

The 1974 Land sat scene shewed, a wide variation in the moisture 
content of tailings. Therefore, eight tailings classes were selected 
on the basis of visual differences in tailings radiance. Five mining 
classes and one wasterock class were also chosen. Table 6 summarizes 
the classification results on the basis of training sites. The 12th 
class, a mining class, had the poorest performance, yet all misclassed



TABLE 6

Class
TAILINGS A 
TAILINGS B 
TAILINGS C 
TAILINGS D 
TAILINGS E 
TAILINGS F 
TAILINGS G 
TAILINGS H 
MINE 1 
MINE 2 
MINS 3 
MINE 4 
MINE 5
MSTE
ROCK

Area

No, of Pixels Classified Into

Twin Buttes Mining Complex

Classification Summary by Training Classes

No. of Percent
Pixels Correct TTA TLB TLC TTD TLE TLF TUT, TUI m i m 2 W 3 MN4 W 5 W5TK TUBS

32 100.0 32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 100.0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 100.0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 .81.3 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
8 100.0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 93.8 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
9 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 87.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 2 0 0 0
16 93.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0
16 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0
16 68.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0
16 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0 0
16 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 0

(hectares): Mining - 3772
Tailings - 1193

H
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pixels were classified as one of the other mining classes. Low tailings 

accuracy was caused by losses due to the threshold, which may indicate 

an insufficient number of tailings classes to represent the total tail
ings radiance range. This was evident from the classification map as 

well because portions of tailings ponds were unclassified. Therefore, 
the need for additional tailings classes was evident in this area also.

In summary, whereas tailings in the Mar e n d  and Twin Buttes 
mining areas showed a wide variation in radiances related to moisture 
content, this indicates • s large set of training classes for tailings 
is needed to assure proper classification. Band-ratios appeared to 
offer little improvement in classification of tailings or mining 

pixels. Also, it was indicated that additional mining classes may be 

needed to fully represent all types of pit slopes, surface scars, and 
wasterock dumps. The heterogeneity of open pit mines is shown in four 
oblique aerial photos of Arizona mines shewn in Figure 6.



CHAPTER 5

OSSIFICATION OF ALL COPPER MINES USING THE 
TWIN BUTTES TRAINING STATISTICS

Fran the initial classification work with representative mines, 

it was concluded that a large number of training sites would be required 
for adequate classification results because tailings show a wide radiance 
variation. In a statewide inventory of a large number of mines, how
ever, it is desireable to minimize the amount of classification training, 
which is time consuming and computationally costly. Therefore, an attempt 
was made to generate a universal set of training statistics fron the Twin 
Buttes data.

An intrinsic assumption in an extension of spectral signatures
over a large area is that any differences in rock type will not affect
the classification results. Inasmuch as each Land sat pixel represents

the average reflectance over a 79 m  x 79 m  area, the Twin Buttes mines

extract ore from porphyry copper deposits, and other Arizona copper
1

mines are also of the porphyry copper type, this assumption seems 
appropriate. Even so, a wasterock class might suffer in this process 
since wasterock is composed of barren country rock and alluvium which 
is site variable.

Atmosphere and Solar Angle Normalization
Difficulties associated with an attempt to apply a single set

21
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of training statistics over a large area include atmospheric haze 

variations, and solar irradiation angles, both of which are tenporally 

and site variable. A common correction technique for atmospheric in
fluences includes a simple bias level adjustment based upon pixel values 
representing shadows or deep bodies of water (Chavez, 1975). Arizona 

lacks deep bodies of water in the vicinity of mining activity, however, 
and few Landsat scenes exhibited perceptible shadows. Atmospheric 
influences can be greatly reduced by simply eliminating band 4 from 
the classification since atmospheric scattering is more severe for the 
shorter wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum. Examination of 
several mining areas indicated that atmospheric influence was less 

than five quantization levels (out of 127) in band 5 and virtually 
non-existent in bands 6 and 7. This simple approach was used in this 
study.

The atmospheric influence in each band was examined by compar
ing radiance statistics plots for two separate Landsat images. A deep 
pool of water is adjacent to tailings ponds at Morenci, and was classi
fied by a wet tailings class in the study mentioned earlier. The 
Morenci site was also classified by Twin Buttes training statistics 
and will be discussed subsequently. The deep pool of water was classi
fied by a wet tailings class here as well. The radiance statistics of 
of the wet tailings class of the Morenci data was then compared to the 
statistics of the Twin Buttes class. A  poor correlation existed between 
the data in band 4. A  ten quantization level difference (out of 127) 
was found between the data in bands 6 and 7 due to sun angle differences.
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A fifteen quantization level difference was seen in band 5, however.

Atmospheric influences are virtually non-existent in bands 6 and 

7. Therefore, the ten quantization level difference in these bands, and 
bands 4 and 5, is due to sun angle differences. Thus, the extra five 
quantization level difference in band 5 is due to atmospheric effects.

The elimination of band 4  l i m i t e d  the amount of spectral dis

crimination available. In reviewing spectral reflectance plots for 
several classes for several mines, however, it was felt that band 4 did 
not provide significant additional spectral discrimination beyond bands 
5, 6, and 7.

Differences in the sun's elevation above the horizon in different 
Land sat scenes can cause radiance differences of ten to fifteen quanti
zation levels (in a total range of 127 levels). Figure 3 compares wet 

tailings statistics for Morenci, with a sun elevation angle of 45 de
grees, with an identical class for a Twin Buttes scene with a sun eleva
tion angle of 61 degrees. A quantization level difference of twelve is 
seen in band 5.

To correct for this variability, the earth's surface is assumed 
to be a Lambertian reflector. The reflected solar radiance is then 
given by:

(i) = Eq p oosi

where (i)

P

reflected solar radiance 

incident solar radiance 
reflectance of target

i = angle of incidence
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Effect of sun angle on surface radiance. For identical tailings 
classes above, a sun angle difference of sixteen degrees causes 
a radiance difference of twelve quantization levels.
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The solar correction is given by the ratio of the reflected 

radiance for a reference image, in this case the 1974 Twin Buttes 

scene, to the reflected radiance of the image to be corrected as shown
below:

=R * reference = Cos
i reference

=R image Cos i image

Pixel values of the scene to be corrected are then multiplied by 
SC to normalize their values to those of the reference image.

Wet Tailings Variability
Tailings are a by-product of the ore milling process. The 

ore is ground, treated to remove the desired minerals, and the remainder, 
the tailings, is pumped into settling ponds in a water-base slurry.
Thus, tailings in a pond can exhibit variations in .water content de

pendent on the recent activity at a particular pond.
After a sun angle normalization was applied to all Landsat 

scenes of Arizona mines, a test was conducted to check the ability of 
the tailings classes shown in Table 6 to adequately represent variances 
in tailings moisture content. This was investigated by classifying a 
1976 Twin Buttes image with the 1974 training statistics. The results 

showed that certain radiance ranges for • wet tailings in the 1976 
image were not represented by the 1974 Twin Buttes training class set.
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Figure 4 shows a diagrammatic plot of the 1974 training class set 

and the 1976 training set for tailings. Note the wide gap in the 
1974 set in the low reflectance range, which caused the poor perfor

mance of wet tailings classification for the 1976 image of Twin 
Buttes. Because the 1974 training class set performed poorly, it 
was discarded. A  new training class set was prepared using the 
1976 Twin Buttes scene, which had a wider range of tailings radiance 
values than did the 1974 scene. All subsequent classifications 
were performed with this 1976 training class set, which comprised 
thirteen separate tailings classes, six separate mining classes 

selected from the CRT display on the basis of visual differences, and 
one wasterock class.

Figure 4 also illustrates the radiance characteristics of 
tailings. Because of a variable water content, tailings can possess 
any quantized radiance value from 127, if completely dry, to zero for 
standing water. The 1976 tailings classes covered this range with a 
few small gaps near grey levels of 114, 78, and 15, in band 5.

Final Feature Selection
Figure 5 supports the final selection of features for use in 

the classification process. Band 4 was eliminated to minimize atmos
pheric effects, leaving bands 5, 6, and 7. Figure 5a shows the results 
of a classification of the Globe-Miami tailings ponds by the 1976 Twin 
Buttes training class set; the tailings ponds are outlined by the 
heavy, black lines, but note that the computer map is blank for one of
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A comparison of Twin Buttes tailings signatures for 1974 and 1976. 
The data for the 1976 image shows a wider range of radiance values 
than does the data for the 1974 image.
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these ponds. This classification used the three bands 5, 6, and 7.

Figure 5b shows the same tailings ponds classified by the 1976 
Twin Buttes training class set on the basis of band 5 and 6 only. Here,
the ponds are clearly classified by the letters I and M, which corres

pond to the plots for the 1976 tailings classes, I and M, of Figure 4. 
It appeared that the band 7 feature, being very sensitive to variations 

in tailings water content, was over selective in these areas. Thus, 
all subsequent classifications were performed using only bands 5 and 6 
as features.

Final Classification Results
All of the mines listed in Table 1, with the exception of 

the Black Mesa coal mine, were classified using the 1976 Twin Buttes 
training class set. A summary of the results, as given by test site 

performance, is shown in Table 7. In addition, area measurements 
are also given.

Globe-Miami
The Globe-Miami mining complex comprises three major mines, 

the Cities Service Co. mine. Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co. mine, 
and a mine operated by the Ranchers Exploration and Development Company, 
all copper ventures. The classification was performed on Landsat CCT 
#2512-10792, dated June 6, 1976.

The classification, using the 1976 Twin Buttes training set . 

was comparable to that obtained earlier using Globe-Miami training 
statistics. Tailings ponds were correctly classified as tailings; the
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Figure 5

A comparison of classification bands 5, 6, and 7 (Figure 5-A) 
with results using bands 5 and 6 (Figure 5-B). Figure 5-B is 
most accurate.
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Figure 6

Characteristics of selected surface mines. Open pit copper 
mines are shown with stepped slopes, extensive waste piles, 
and tailings ponds. The pit slopes show numerous shadows.
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boundaries of these tailings ponds were, as before, classified as mining 

areas. Standing bodies of water were classified as the wet tailings 

class with the lowest radiance values. Zones of other classes of wet 

tailings were present around the standing water. Mines were correctly 
classified, yet sane portions were classified as tailings. Hie reason 
for this can be seen in Figure 7. Here, mining statistics ranges are 

plotted for bands 5 and 6. Four dry tailings classes from the 1976 
training class set are also plotted for comparison. It can be seen 
that these tailings classes have radiances similar to the mining 
radiances, which could account for their substitution for mining classes.

Table 7 lists quantitative results of the classification 
based on test site performance of the Globe-Miami mining complex using 

the 1976 Twin Buttes training statistics. The classification map is 

shown in Figure 8. Here, red represents mining, green represents dry 
tailings, blue is Wet tailings, and yellow is wasterock. The band 4,

5, and 7 false color composite of the Globe-Miami mine is shown in 
Figure 9.

The Solitude tailings pond, seen in Figure 8 immediately 
west of Globe and south of Miami, was classified partially as mining 
and partially as tailings. This pond is abandoned and an attempt has 
been made within the last ten years to revegetate its surface, which 
has altered its reflectance characteristics into the range of the mining 
training statistics. The revegetation effort has succeeded in altering 
the appearance of the tailings, but the pond still resembles an area 
disturbed by mining. In this manner classification can be used as a
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Figure 8

Globe-Miami: classification map. Legend: red = mining; green = dry tailings;
blue * wet tailings; yellow = wasterock. Approximate scale is 1:122,000.



Figure 9

Globe-Miami: color composite image,
blue channel = band 4, green channel = 
band 5, red channel = band 7. Approximate 
scale is 1:550,000.

Location Map



TABLE 7

Summary of Inventory Classification by Test Sites

AX) RAGCWD BISBEB GLOBE HAYDEM
Tailings 
Accuracy, % 61.1 100.0 94.5 100.0 61.1
Mine
Accuracy, % 11.1 55.6 66.7 16.7 N.A.
Area (hectares): lTailings 13,75(T 584 1009_ 2347 315.93

Mines 16301 710 5842 2526 N.A.

MINERAL PARK MORENCI RAY SAN MANUEL SILVER BELL
Tailings 
Accuracy, % 100.0 88.9 N.A. 100.0 77.8
Mine '
Accuracy, % 33.3 22.2 70.6 N.A. 61.1
Area (hectares):

Tailings 379. 2870 N.A. 1319 728*
Mines 1276* 2388 47685 N.A. 7205*

*Footnotes follow on page 36.
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Footnotes for Table 7

1. Actual tailings area is 1120 hay overestimate caused by 
confusion with natural terrain. Actual mine area is 1500 ha.

2. Actual mine area is 1000 ha. Accuracy inhibited by 
classification of shadows as wet tailings.

3. Actual tailings area (Hayden) is 768 ha. Overestimate 
caused by confusion with natural terrain.

4. Actual tailings area is 384 ha; actual mine area is 
576 ha. Overestimate caused by confusion with natural terrain.

5. Actual mine area is 2304 ha. Overestimate caused by 
confusion with natural terrain.

6. Actual mine area is 1216 ha; actual tailings area is 384 ha. 
Overestimate caused by confusion with natural terrain.
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standard by which to evaluate the success of revegetation efforts.
Results of the classification as reviewed in Table 1, shewed 

tailings to have an accuracy of 100%, with mines having a performance 
of 16.7%.

Morenci . .
An atypical Landsat scene was used for the classification of 

this mine operated by the Phelps-Dodge Corporation; the image of this 
mine was extracted from Landsat OCT #2799-16532, dated March 31, 1977.
The solar elevation was only 45 degrees and shadows dominated portions 

of the mining operation. This mine was, accept for the tailings 
ponds, difficult to distinguish visually from natural ground.

The classification map of Morenci outperformed that produced 
earlier using training statistics from the Morenci site. Tailings 
were accurately classified, although tailings pends boundaries were again 

classified as mining. Mines were classified correctly, yet the tailings 
classes shown in Figure 7 substituted for mines as with the Glcbe-Miami 

classification. The classification map is shown in Figure 10, with the 
false color composite shown in Figure 11.

Shadows severly hampered the classification of the mines at 
Morenci and obscured pit slopes and mining activity adjacent to dominant 
hills or stream drainages. Rather than being correctly classified as 
mines, the shadows were consistently classified as wet tailings (the 
blue color in Figure 10). Deep stream drainages were in shadow and 
these, too, were classified as wet tailings. The blue color in the
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Figure 10

Morenci: classification map. Legend: red = mining;
green = dry tailings; blue = wet tailings; yellow =
wasterock. Approximate scale is 1:105,000.



Figure 11

Morenci: color composite image, blue
channel = band 4, green channel = band 
red channel = band 7. Approximate sea 
is 1:550,000.
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bottom portion of the Morenci mining complex, however, correctly shews 

wet tailings; shadows were not dominant in the area around the tailings 

pond, which was isolated firm stream drainages.

Classification results shewed tailings to have an accuracy 
of 88.9%; mines had an accuracy of 22.2%.

San Kanuel .
The San Manuel mine is an underground, block-caving venture 

operated by the Magma Copper Company. The visibility of this venture 

is afforded by tailings ponds located approximately nine kilometers 
southeast of the mine. The image of San Manuel was extracted fran 
Land sat OCT #2512-17092, dated June 17, 1976. The classification 
map for San Manuel is shown in Figure 12.

• Small surface scars were detected at the site of the under

ground mine and were classified, partially, as mining and as tailings.
In addition, slag dumps southwest of the tailings ponds were classified 
as mining and tailings.

A good correlate on can be seen between this map and the band 

4, 5, and 7 false color composite shown in Figure 13. The blue color 
in Figure 12 (wet tailings) corresponds to the blue color of Figure 
13, wet tailings. The bright zone in the tailings that can be seen in 
Figure 13 is shown as green in figure 12. But, Figure 12 shows the tail
ings dams, on the north side of the ponds classified as mining (red) 
as occurred with previously discussed classifications.

Classification results showed tailings to hate an accuracy

of 100%.
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Figure 12

San Manuel: classification map. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet tailings.
Approximate scale is 1:98,000.



Figure 13

San Manuel: color composite image,
blue channel = band 4, green channel 
band 5, red channel = band 7. 
Approximate scale is 1:500,000.
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Bagdad
The Bagdad mining' complex, operated- by the Cyprus Bagdad 

Copper Company, is a small-scale open pit and tailings operation located 

southeast of Kingman, Arizona. Hie scene of this mine was extracted 
from Landsat OCT #21234-17041, dated June 9, 1978. Hie classification 
map is shown in Figure 14.

If the classification map is compared to the image composite 
shown in Figure 15, it can be seen that only mining activity was classi
fied as desired. Figure 15 shows a distinct contrast between the mining 
activity and undisturbed ground, which greatly aided the classification.

For this Landsat scene of Bagdad, "with a solar elevation angle of 
56 degrees, shadows appeared to be insignificant. All blue areas in the 
classification map represent actual zones of wet tailings or standing 
water. A small tailings pond is situated west of the mining activity 

with the tailings dam located on the west side of the pond, classified 
as mining (red).

Classification performance, for the Bagdad mine, .was 55.6% for 
mining, and 100% for tailings.

Fay/Haydeh'
The Pay mines, operated by"Kennecott Copper Company, are 

located approximately 26 kilometers south of the Globe-Miami mines. The 
Hayden tailings pond is located 32 kilometers southeast of Pay on the 

banks of the Gila River. The image of these mines was extracted from
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Figure 14

Bagdad: classification map. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet
tailings, yellow = wasterock.
Approximate scale is 1:82,000.



Figure 15

Bagdad: color composite image, blue
channel = band 4, green channel = band 
red channel = band 7. Approximate sea: 
is 1:550,000.
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Landsat OCT #2512-17092, dated 17 June, 1976. The classification map 

for the Bay mines is given in Figure 16, and for the Hayden tailings 
pond in Figure 17.

The classification map of the Bay mines shews a majority of 

the complex correctly classified as mining, yet a considerable number 

of pixels were classified as tailings. This misclassification of 
mining areas into tailings could have been due to wasterock influences. 
Since wasterock is partially pulverized by blasting, its radiance can 
approach that of dry tailings. Also, some pixels were evidently in 
shadow and classified as wet tailings (blue). The color composite of 

this area is shown in Figure 18.

Classification performance of the Bay mines was 70.6%, whereas 
the Hayden tailings performance was 61.1%.

Mineral Park, Bisbee, Ajo (New Cornelia), and Silver Bell
These mines are adjacent to or are directly on broad, sparsely 

vegetated alluvial plains. Thus, little radiance contrast exists between 
the mining operations and natural surrounding areas. This situation makes 
classification more difficult than for mines surrounded by a denser cover 
of vegetation. The San Manuel and Hayden tailings ponds, for example, 
are situated on alluvium in places yet both border rivers with courses 
marked by dense vegetation, which afforded some radiance contrast. In 
addition, their tailings are usually wet, creating more contrast with 

natural areas.
The image OCT numbers and dates for these mines are given in



Figure 16

Ray: classification map. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet 
tailings; yellcw = wasterock.
Approximate scale is 1:91,000.
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Figure 17

Hayden: classification map. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet
tailings. Approximate scale is 1:104,000.



Figure 18

Ray-Hayden: color composite image,
blue channel = band 4, green channel = 
band 5, red channel = band 7. 
Approximate scale is 1:550,000.
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Table 2. With the Mineral Park mine, a good radiance contrast 
existed between the mine, located in a small mountain range, and sur
rounding undisturbed ground. The tailings pond, however, was situated 
at the aUuviunybedrock contact and thus bordered the alluvial plain.
Since this alluvium was sparsely vegetated its radiance resembled mining 
and certain tailings signatures. Some alluvium was consequently classi
fied as mining or as dry tailings. To produce a meaningful classifica
tion map of Mineral Park, strict threshold was applied to several mining 
and tailings classes. While this did not significantly lower the class
ification accuracies for tailings, the classification performance for 

mining did suffer. The classification map for Mineral Park is given in 
Figure 19.

Again, for the Mineral Park scene, much of the alluvium was 
classified by mining classes rather than tailings. It was necessary, 

therefore, to apply stricter thresholds to these classes than to tailings 
classes. At other locales, tailings classes tend to classify alluvium 

to a greater extent, as in the following examples.
A similar situation occurs with the Bisbee mines, which are 

located in a mountaineous terrain and show good contrast with natural 
undisturbed ground. The Bisbee tailings pond, however, is situated on 

alluvium south of Warren, Arizona. Here too, a strict threshold was . 
applied to mining and dry tailings in an attempt to remove the errors 
caused by misclassificatim of alluvium. The classification map is shown 
in Figure 21.

Much of the Bisbee mining center, located north of



Figure 19

Mineral Park: classification map. Legend:
red = mining; green = dry tailings; blue = 
wet tailings; yellow = wasterock. 
Approximate scale is 1:90,000.



Figure 20

Mineral Park: color composite image
blue channel = band 4, green channel 
band 5, red channel = band 7. 
Approximate scale is 1:550,000.
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prominent hills, was in shadow. This is quite visible in the classifi
cation map, which shows a notable presence of blue color (lew radiance 
values) in the area of the mines northwest of the town of Warren. These 

shadows also appeared blue on the false color composite. Band 4 was 
displayed in the blue channel. Dispersion of the wavelengths in the 
green (band 4) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is pronounced in 
this band and caused by atmospheric influences L Shadows are lighter in 
band 4 due to this dispersion, but are black in bands 5 and 7 because 
atmospheric influences are negligible for these bands. Thus, the 
shadows appear blue in the false color composite because of the higher 

response in band 4.
Bisbee's Lavender Pit, now inactive, was largely in shadow and 

is evident in the classification map as the large blue area at the 
northwest comer of Warren. The tailings pond was correctly classified 

and a deep green colored region, at the southern end of the pond, evi

dent in the color composite of the Bisbee mine shown in Figure 22, was 
classified as wet tailings (blue). This green color was, most probably, 
a zone of leaching in the tailings pond, but no such training class 
specifically represented such a zone. The most similar spectral match 
was that of wet tailings in bands 5 and 6.

No specific class in the Twin Buttes data set represented a 

zone of leaching. Leaching operations are currently active at Bisbee, 
Globe-Miami, and Morenci. These zones have a high radiance response 
in the visible red (band 5) portion of the spectrum and show as green 
zones on the false color composites. The signature extension study



Figure 21

Bisbee: classification map. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet tailings; 
yellow = wasterock. Approximate scale is 1:88,000.



Figure 22

Bisbee: color composite image, blue
channel = band 4, green channel = band 
red channel = band 7. Approx lira te sea 
is 1:550,000.
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relied on bands 5 and 6. Zones of leaching have similar radiance 

characteristics as wet tailings in these two bands. The Twin Buttes 
training data, therefore, correctly classified leaching activity.

The remaining two mines, Ajo and Silver Bell, are situated 
directly on alluvial plains and are, therefore, difficult to distinguish 
from surrounding terrain. Again, as with the other mines discussed in 

this section, a strict threshold was applied at Ajo to dry tailings 
and mining to reduce confusion with alluvium. The classification map 
of Ajo is shown in Figure 23. It is interesting to note that at Ajo, 
the previaling wind direction is from south to north; dust frati the 
dryer portions of the tailings ponds has been blown onto the alluvium 
north of the tailings pond, altering the radiance characteristics of the 

alluvium. This circumstance was detected by CALSCAN and is also visible 
in the color composite shown in Figure 24. The classification of the 
Ajo site is more accurate than is at first apparent despite this mis- 
classification caused by tailings blown onto the alluvium.

The Silver Bell mines are environmentally situated similarly to 
those at Ajo. Here again, open pit mines are located on sparsely 
vegetated alluvial plains and are difficult to distinguish from the lat
ter. The tailings pond for this site shares this situation. Again, be
cause of misclassification of alluvium, a strict threshold was applied 
to dry tailings and to several mining classes. The classification map 
of Silver Bell is shown in Figure 25.

In this map, the mines are located northwest of the abandoned 
town of Silver Bell; the tailings pond is located northeast of the town.



Figure 23
Ajo: classification map. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet 
tailings; yellow = wasterock.
Approximate scale is 1:95,000.



Figure 24

Ajo: color composite image, blue channel
band 4, green channel = band 5, red 
channel = band 7. Approximate scale is 
1:550,000.
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Portions of this pend, especially the northeast comer, were not class

ified, which indicated an inability of the training class set to repre

sent all tailings reflectances at Silver Bell. The color composite of 

these mines is shown in Figure 26.

The classification maps produced for these mines were difficult 
to interpret because extensive areas of alluviun adjacent to mining 

activity were classified by mining and tailings classes. This resulted 
in an overestimation of the land area occupied by mining activity.

Test site accuracies for these studies was variable. For Ajo, 

the mines had a performance accuracy of 11.1%, tailings 61.1%; for 
Bisbee, 66.7% for mining, 94.5% for tailings; for Mineral Park, 33.3% 

for mining, 100% for tailings; and, for Silver Bell, 61.1% for mining, 
and 77.8% for tailings.

Summary

The application of a single training class set to the class

ification study of all major copper mines was successful. On the whole, 

tailings performed extremely well, with an overall performance accuracy 

of 84.5%. On the other hand, the classification of mining, which 

averaged 37.8%, suffered from the presence of several dry tailings 
classes in the training statistic set. With a material such as tailings, 

whose radiance statistics, depending cn moisture content, can cover 

the entire grey level scale, it may be impossible to eliminate this 

mining/tailings trade-off ccmletely. Furthermore, a correct classifica

tion of tailings is of paramount importance to a hazard study of mine
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Figure 25

Silver Bell: classification map. Legend:
red = mining; green = dry tailings; blue = 
wet tailings. Approximate scale is 1:86,000.
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Figure 26

Silver Bell: color composite image,
blue channel = band 4, green channel = 
band 5, red channel = band 7. 
Approximate scale is 1:400,000.

Phoenix

Location Map
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waste. Therefore, it vrould not be adviseable to remove sane tailings 

classes franthe training statistics set in an attempt to improve the 
classification performance of mining.

Another point should be made about the classification performance 

of the mine classes. On Landsat imagery, with its 79m resolution, 
specific features of a mine, such as a pit or a waste dump, are diffi
cult to pin point with a training or test site. Many of the over-burden 

dumps are usually found adjacent to an open pit and are often targeted 
as tailings. This was the case at Ajo, where waste dumps to the east 
of the pit (the eastern edge of the pit was in shadow and is marked 

by the blue crescent south of the town of Ajo shown in Figure 23) were 
classified as tailings. These are not tailings, but rather the over
burden or barren country rock removed in the mining process. In other 
words, the wasterock class chosen in the 1976 Twin Buttes area did not 
perform well outside of the Twin Buttes area and did not classify these 

waste dumps. The fact that a waste rock class could not perform well 

in a site variable study might be indicative of rock type influence.

Rock type influences did not, however, appear to affect tailings or 

active mining signatures significantly. _

Tailings signatures are quite similar at each mine. This 

similarity, and the fact that tailings surfaces are flat, aided the 
classification performance. Tailings dams were often classified as mines 
because wasterock is used to construct these dams, a different material 
than the tailings. This misclassification of tailings dams could also 

be due partially to their slope, more like mine classes which were 

selected on pit slopes.



CHAPTER 6

BLACK MESA/KAYENTA COAL MINES

These are the only major coal mines in Arizona. Located ap
proximately 40 kilometers southwest of Kayenta, Arizona, they are sur
face strip mines. Because of the change in geologic environment and ore 

mineralogy, these mines were studied separately from the porphyry cop

per mines. A scene containing the Black Mesa mines was extracted from 

Landsat CCT #2873-17001, dated June 13, 1977.
A training class set was prepared to include four training 

classes: three mining classes and one coal class. Table 8 surrmarizes
the results of the Black Mesa classification based on training class 
performance. The mining training classes were located in overburden 

which was being stripped. This material also outcroped along the 
slopes of deep stream cuts south of the mine and these erosional cuts 
were targeted as mining activity, but were ignored in the preparation 
of the classification map shown in Figure 27. These stream drainages 
and erosional cuts, along with the mines, are quite visible on the 
color composite in Figure 28.

While this classification study correctly located the mines, 

the coal class performed poorly and did not correctly classify coal 

seams exposed by these mines. The coal class training site was selected 

on what was thought to be a coal stockpile, but was not properly
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TABLE 8

Black Mesa/Kayenta Coal Mining Complex 
Classification Surmary by Training Classes

No. of Samples Classified Into

Class
No. of 
Samples

Percent
Correct Mine Mine Mine Coal Thrs

Mine 9 100.0 9 0 0 0 0
Mine 9 . 0.0 6 0 0 3 0
Mine 9 100.0 y 0 0 9 0 0
Coal 9 0.0 4 0 4 0 1
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selected, which caused the poor performance of the coal seams. The coal 
is shown in yellow in Figure 27; the mines are shown in red. ,



Figure 27

Black Mesa/Kayenta: classification map.
Legend: red = mining, yellow = coal.
Approximate scale is 1:111,000.
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Figure 28

Black Mesa/Kayenta: color composite image,
blue channel = band 4, green channel = band 5, 
red channel = band 7. Approximate scale is 
1:550,000.

• Ajo

Location Map



CHAPTER 7

CLASSIFICATION WITH A GROUPED TRAINING SET

An attempt was made to improve the classification accuracy of 
the mine classes. The proceeding section described classification of 
mining activity into thirteen separate tailings classes, six separate 
mining classes, and one wasterock class. For the follcwing, all six 
mining classes are grouped into a single mining class. Tailings are 

grouped into a single dry tailings class, consisting of those tailings 

classes with band 5 grey levels greater than 51, and a single wet 
tailings class for those with grey levels less than 51 in band 5.

The 1976 Twin Buttes statistics set, grouped as described, was 

used to classify the Silver Bell, Globe/Miami, and Morenci mining 
complexes, with the Silver Bell mine, a study could also be made to 

find any reduction in confusion with alluvion by this grouped training 
class method.

Globe-Miami

Classification accuracies for these test classifications are 
given in Table 9. For the Globe/Miami mining complex, the test sites 
chosen were indentical to those chosen previously and reviewed in Table
7. Of 18 mining test pixels, 12 were classified as mining, 6 as tail

ings for a performance accuracy of 66.7%. Previously, the mines at 
Globe-Miami had a performance accuracy of 16.7%. For tailings, with
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TABLE 9
Sunmary of Inventory Classification Results 

by Grouped Training Classes

Mine

GLOBE-fUAMI MDRENCI SILVER BELL

Tailings 
Accuracy, % 100.0 100.0 50.0

Mine
Accuracy, % 66.7 33.3 100.0

Area (hectares): 
Tailings 
Mine

1418
2749

57721
2980

441
36102

^Inflated by 100% due to confusion with natural terrain and shadows. 
2Inflated by 200% due to confusion with natural terrain.



Figure 29

Globe-Miami: classification map produced by grouped training statistics. Legend:
red « mining? green = dry tailings; blue = wet tailings. Approximate scale is
1:100,000.
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18 test pixels, 18 were classified as tailings for a performance 
accuracy of 100% which was the previous performance accuracy as well. 
Therefore, with grouped training statistics, for the Globe-2liami 
mines, the classification accuracy for mining was improved without 
degrading the performance of tailings. Yet, when the classification 
map of this grouped training set study, shewn in Figure 29, is compared 
to the previous classification map shown in Figure 8, the snail tailings 
pond, B, north of the larger pond. A, was lost using the grouped sta
tistics. Therefore, although test site performace does not indicate 
such, the grouping of training classes caused a decrease in accuracy, 

in some areas, of the classification of tailings.
Additionally, if Table 9 is compared to Table 7, the area 

measurement for tailings at Globe-Miami, for the grouped training set 

study, is 66% less than for the study reviewed in Table 7, which is 

further evidence that the grouped training class method seriously de
graded the classification accuracy for tailings. Mine area measurements 
were roughly the same for both studies.

Morenci
Similarly, the test sites for Morenci did not show a decrease 

in performance for tailings. Table 9, with the same test sites shown 
previously and reviewed in Table 7, shows a 100% performance accuracy 
for tailings. The performance accuracy for mining was 33.3%, ccmpared 
to a previous accuracy of 22.2%. Here, as before, the mining performance 
still suffered from shadows. Although Table 9 shows an excellent
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Figure 30
Morenci: classification map produced by
grouped training statistics. Legend: red =
mining; green =* dry tailings; blue = wet
tailings. Approximate scale is 1:105,000.
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tailings performance, when the classification map shown in Figure 30 
is compared to the previous classification map shown in Figure 10, 

an increase in mine classified zones in the tailing pond is obvious 

along with a decrease in the number of pixels classified as tailings.
Fran Table 9, it can be seen that the grouped method greatly 

inflated the area measurement for tailings over the measurement given 
in Table 7. Much natural terrain was in shadow and not detected in 

the study summarized in Table 7, but was detected by the grouped 
training class method. Thus, confusion of natural terrain with certain 
training classes was quite pronouned with the grouped training class 

set.

Silver Bell

Although the foregoing examples indicated only a small decrease 

in tailings test site performance accuracy, this was not true for the 
Silver Bell test site. As shown in Table 9, of 18 mining test pixels, 

18 were classified as mining, an accuracy of 100%, the highest accuracy 
for mining of any of the classifications. Of 18 tailings test pixels,
9 were targeted as tailings, 9 as mining for an accuracy of 50%. Pre
viously, Silver Bell tailings performance accuracy was 77.8%. This is 

particularly noticeable when the tailings pond of Figure 31 is compared 
to the tailings pond of Figure 25. A greater amount of red color, 
mining, is present with the tailings pond of Figure 31, the grouped * 
training class study, compared to the pond shown in Figure 25. Thus, 
for the particular example of Silver Bell, the grouped training class 

method damaged the performance accuracy of tailings.
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Figure 31

Silver Bell: classification map produced by
grouped training statistics. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet
tailings. Approximate scale is 1:80,000.
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With this study of Silver Bell, confusion with natural terrain 
was reduced, as can be seen by the reduction of mine area listed in 
Table 9 as compared to Table 7. Table 7 shows an inflated area measure

ment for the mines at Silver Bell, while Table 9 shows a smaller measure

ment.

Twin Buttes

Whereas the grouped training class studies previously re
viewed used classes selected from a 1976 Twin Buttes scene, a special 

study of the grouping method was made of a 1978 Twin Buttes scene. A 
separate training class set was prepared for this study to include 
nine grouped classes: high density vegetation, urban, lew density
vegetation, two undisturbed ground classes, mining, a single dry tail

ings class, a single wet tailings class, and a wasterock class. The 
scene of this mine was extracted from Landsat CCT #1358-16593, dated 
October 11, 1978. The Twin Buttes mines are adjacent to Green Valley, 

Arizona.
Table 10 reviews the classification performance for the Twin 

Buttes mines based on training sites. Performance accuracy for vegeta
tion, natural ground, tailings, and wasterock was 100%. The urban class 
did not perform well? because Green Valley is a lew density urban center, 

this class was often confused with the natural terrain surrounding the 
Green Valley area, which is evident in Table 10 by a total loss of per
formance to the threshold. Performance accuracy for mining was 97.2%, 
with a loss of one training site pixel to the threshold.

The grouped training classes provided excellent results for the



TABLE 10
TWin Buttes Mining Complex, 1978 Scene (grouped classes)

Classification Stannary by Training Classes

No. of Samples Classified Into
No. of 

Class Saii|)lcs
I'crcent
Correct VUG URBAN IM3NSVE3G NATSOIL NATSOIL MING ITTATL WAIL WASTN

VUG 27 100.0 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

URBAN 18 0.0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IB

LWUNSVDG 9 100.0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

NATSOIL 9 100.0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0

N/VTSOIL 9 100.0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0

MIN12 36 97.2 0 0 0 0 0 35 0 0 0 1

m'AIl. 36 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 0 0 0

WAIL 27 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 0

WSTR 9 100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0
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Figure 32

Twin Buttes: classification map produced by
grouped training statistics. Legend: red =
mining; green = dry tailings; blue = wet
tailings; brown = high density vegetation.
Approximate scale is 1:160,000.
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Figure 33

Twin Buttes: color composite image, blue
channel = band 4, green channel = band 5, 
red channel = band 7. Approximate scale 
is 1:550,000.

•  A Je

Location Map

>
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Twin Buttes mine. Figure 32 shows the classification map. Here, mines 
are shown in red and not only include open pits but also the extensive 
waste dumps adjacent to the pits. The dry tailings (green) also per
formed well. Most tailings ponds were dry on this data compared to the 

earlier classification of a 1976 scene. High density vegetation, shown 

in brown east of the mine, represents pecan orchards adjacent to the 
Santa Cruz River, an intermittent stream. Figure 32 also shows Inter
state 19 between Tucson and Nogales, located between the mining centers 

of Twin Buttes and the vegetation of the Santa Cruz River Valley.
The use of grouped classes for this study was satisfactory.

On close examination, small irregularities were found where tailings 
were classified as mines; this was not, however, evident from the 
training class performance statistics. The color composite for a 1976 

Twin Buttes image is shown in Figure 33.



CHAPTER 8

SIMPLIFIED CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES

It was noted in the earlier experiments that most of the sur
face mines were characterized by brighter pixels than surrounding 
terrain and that they generally contain little color variation. It 
seemed feasible then to investigate a simple classification technique, 
which used these facts to efficiently delineate mine areas in large 
images. A study of tristimulus ratio images was conducted. This 
technique involves the transformation of red, green, and blue into 
three image components representing their contribution to the average 

image.
In equation form (Pratt, 1978):

and

3
where T^ (i=l,2,3)3) = tristimulus values, or 

pixel values in the 
red, green and blue 
channels.

Xi (i=l,2,3)3) = chrominance values 
(purity of color).

y = luminance (average 
intensity).

n. = weights. For this 
case, n = 0.333

80
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Three ratios are obtained: band 5/Y, band 6/Y, and band 7/Y.
With the use of these ratios, sun elevation angle is irrelevant, and 
band 4 was excluded to minimize atmospheric interference effect as dis

cussed earlier.
To implement the tristimulus study, a 510 x 510 pixel mosaic 

of four mining centers, Globe-Miami, Morenci, Silver Bell, and Twin 
Buttes, was created. With four diverse mining centers displayed in one 

image, a visual caipariscn of the radiance ranges for the mining areas 

could be made.
Several steps were involved in this study. First, after the 

tristimulus ratios were generated from the mosaic, the DIAL inter
active display system was used to obtain pixel values for the mines in 
all three ratios. Then, using these ratio values, a density slicing 
routine was used to assign a color to a given ratio range. This 
allowed a visual oorparison of the equality of mine pixel ratio values 

to be made.
Figure 34 shews two images of a band 5/Y ratio. Figure 34a, 

has the green color assigned to the ratio range of 90-95. (Actually, 
this range was obtained by multiplying the tristimulus ratio values by 

60 for better contrast on the CRT display). The mines are well repre
sented here and are not seriously obscurred by confusion with natural 
undisturbed ground. Note in Figure 34a the extremely bright appearance 

of the wet tailings zones of the Twin Buttes and Morenci tailings pends. 
No effort was made to assign a color range for tailings. While Figure 

34a demonstrates a narrow, uniform range of reflectance values for mine
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pixels, tailings pixels proved once again to have a wide variability. 
Also note the dark appearance of vegetation in the Twin Buttes scene 
as it should be for a band 5/Y ratio. The dark line through this 
scene was a flaw in the Landsat data.

Figure 34b shows a different range of ratio values. Here, 
green represents the ratio range of 85-95. In contrast with Figure 
34a, a lowering of the ratio values by five quantization levels caused 
considerable interference with natural ground. The red color was as

signed to the ratio range of 90-92; yellow is the zone of overlap be
tween red and green. The red color is also present for seme natural 

ground pixels.
Figure 34c shows a band 7/Y image with green assigned to the 

reflectance range of 60-65. Here, although the Globe-Miami, and the 
Twin Buttes mines are conspicuous, the Silver Bell and Morenci mine 
are obscured by classification of natural ground.

Overall, the tristimulus ratio technique provided an excellent 
method by which to classify mining pixels, since the ratio values of 
these pixels, independent of site, fell into a narrow range. Further

more, if the reflectance range of the mining pixels is selected 
carefully, confusion with undisturbed terrain can be reduced. This 
technique, however, did not offer a similar "smoothing" benefit for 

tailings, since their ratio values were widely variable.
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Figure 34-A

Tristimulus ratio, band 5/Y 
Green range = 9 0 - 9 5

Figure 34-B

Tristimulus ratio, band 5/Y 
Green range = 8 5 - 9 5  
Red range = 9 0 - 9 2



Figure 34-C

Tristimulus ratio, band 7/Y 
Green range = 6 0 - 6 5

Silver Bell Morenci

Twin Buttes Globe/Miami

Mine Location Diagram



CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY

An incentive for the use of Landsat imagery to monitor mining 
operations in Arizona is the economy it offers compared to the cost of 

aerial photography and field crew verification. This economy would be 
marginal if it were necessary to select training sites for each mining 

operation, since computer expense at this stage can be high. This 
provided the impetus for the proceeding studies, the experiment to 

apply a single set of training statistics to all Arizona copper mines.

Arizona's largest regional active mining center is the Twin 
Buttes Complex. With extensive tailings operations that showed consid
erable variation in water content, and distinctive mines, the image of 
this mining complex was an. optimal one to use for the selection of an 

ideal set of training statistics.
This universal training class set was used in two ways. The 

first method classified all Arizona copper mines with a non-grouped 
training class set. The accuracy of these classification maps was 
quantified through the use of test site statistics. In total, mining 

test pixels had an average accuracy of 37.8%, with tailings accuracy 

much higher at 84.5%. Visually, the performance of the tailings 

classes was compatible with color image composites of the mines, while 
the mining performance suffered from shadows and wasterock type varia

tions. The second method involved the use of grouped classes. Here,
85
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the mining accuracy improved to 66.7%, with tailings accuracy virtually 
the same at 83.3%. Yet, the classification of certain tailings sites 
was seriously degraded by this technique.

This degradation of tailings is explained in Figure 35. The 
individual tailings classes are represented by a single class. When 
the threshold is applied to the single grouped class, data is 
eliminated which was originally represented by tailings classes T, U, 

and V. In this manner, the accuracy of the classification of tailings 
was damaged.

Of father interest, the use of non-grouped statistics allowed 

a more detailed classification (albeit more expensive) with several 
subclasses for mining and tailings. This would be useful in the 
monitoring of tailings moisture content as input to a hazards 
monitoring program.

Finally, a ocranent on the tristimulus ratio study, which, like 
the grouped class study, enhanced the classification of mining pixels, 
is given. Here, the interference from natural terrain (alluvium) was 
reduced. Classification of tailings was not improved, however, since 

the ratio values continued to shew wide variability for this material 
with radiance values proportional to water content (for a non-ratio 
image, radiance values are inversely proportional to water content).

A  tristimulus set of features is not generally preferable to a classifi
cation based on bands 5 and 6 with non-grouped training statistics. It 
would be useful for fast inexpensive surveys of large areas to deline

ate mining from surrounding terrain. The ratio operation and radiance
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INDIVIDUAL CLASSES

GROUPED CLASSES

Figure 35
An explanation for the poor tailings performance with the grouped class method. 
When the threshold is applied to the grouped class as shewn, original tailings 
radiance data, represented by the classes T, U, and V above, is lost which 
adversely affects the classification success for tailings. 00
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slicing is considerably cheaper and more interactive then multispectral 
classification.

The inability of the tristimulus ratio technique to classify 

tailings might also be due to the nature of this type of image enhance
ment. These ratios are a single band divided by the average of all 
bands. Therefore, if a terrain class has a pure, constant color, it 
will be easily classified by the tristimulus ratio technique. A 
terrain class that varies in color, as does tailings, will not have 
consistent tristimulus ratio values and will be difficult to classify.
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